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Accidental Genius Revolutionize Your Thinking
Netflix has a bulging library of TV shows, and as each week brings new content, it becomes an exercise of sifting through the best of the bunch. Tight on time? No need to worry. We've done the hard ...
Netflix: The 48 Absolute Best TV Shows to Watch
pretty genius if you ask us. And we were wondering what possible solutions other readers had come up with? Share your thoughts on this situation in the comments.
BP Oil Blunders
Element Pictures, who I work closely with on pretty much everything I’ve done, had optioned Conversations With Friends before Sally Rooney published Normal People, and were developing it as a feature ...
Conversations With Friends
We use your sign-up to provide content in ways you ... that “he’s either a genius or a moron and I can’t figure it out”. These days, the Point Break actor is iconic for his peculiar ...
'Split my skull': Gary Busey opens up about his horror brain injury - subdural haematoma
The reality television star on his friendly rivalry with Johnny Bananas, the possibility of a Real World Homecoming: Austin, and who he thinks is the greatest Challenger of all time ...
‘I’m Sitting Here at the Top of Genius Mountain’: Wes Bergmann on New Season of ‘The Challenge: All Stars’
This is the return of The Best of What’s Next, a monthly profile column which highlights new acts with big potential—the artists you’ll want to tell your friends about the minute you first hear their ...
Sadurn: The Best of What's Next
Listen wherever you get your podcasts. Transcripts of our ... I’ve spent the last decade thinking about this change.” The product of Continetti’s decade of thinking and research isn ...
Transcript: Ezra Klein Interviews Matthew Continetti
The ability to see patterns that elude others can be a mark of genius (it is how new ... live by is that our counterfactual thinking is accurate and meaningful, as though our lives were structured a ...
Uta Frith Q&A: “There is a fear of clever women”
The Kibaki government’s economic system allowed all Kenyans to begin thinking for themselves ... were symptomatic of the change in government’s role from one of a predatory bureaucracy ...
How Mwai Kibaki crushed old order
“Groupthink” is defined as “the practice of thinking or making decisions as ... In France, the creative genius of Antoine Dupont is making multiple line breaks because of the same defensive ...
Matt Williams: The cult of copy and paste coaching is flourishing
I’ve spent the last decade thinking ... in your book, because he plays a key role in the foundation of modern conservatism. I think watching him during this period, you see some of his genius ...
Donald Trump Didn’t Hijack the G.O.P. He Understood It.
Or is it a fever dream of psycho-surreal imagery that'll either set your teeth on edge ... And if you were already thinking it, there is something to it when people compare Kon's filmography ...
Paranoia Agent - How Does It Hold Up?
What makes a good musician starts from how much time you put into your craft. In this environment ... what is behind the music. That is the genius of accomplishment as a musician.
Why musicians can’t avoid women, wine, weed — Lagbaja
It is, in essence, a message about climate change and mocks those who willfully ... who is cripled as a result of a car accident and he fulfills his dream of joining an elite scientific school called ...
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